Would it be possible to grant a $1,000 gift to the upcoming senior class
** Motion by Mindy to make it a gift, 2nd by Nebojsa
→ they have offered to pay it back. Motion failed 3-4 (yay-nay)
→ Motion by Evan to accept the budget along with the stipulation of May
deadline for rollover money, 2nd by Antone

** Get individual class lists from Gaby

SOT 09 = $450

Meeting Adjourned 8:55 pm.

10/4/07 Attendance:

SOT 08 = Nick March
SOT 09 = Mindy Brand
SOT 10 = Chris Gilbert
SOT 11 = Antone Myer

HC 08 = Eleftherios C.
HC 09 = Absent
HC 10 = Absent
HC 11 = Samir Harb

CAB = Nikki Smyrni
HSA = Evogoras Constantinides
MSA = Absent
Classes

* SOT 08 = Discussed the Caf. Committee, and to have a delegate from each class to discuss with Fr. Nick things.

* SOT 09 = Next meeting = Thursday Oct. 11th

* SOT 10 = None

* SOT 11 = Selected a Caf. Committee member = followup is required.

*HC 08 = Meeting for next Thursday
→ Request for $100

* HC 09 = none

* HC 10 = none

* HC 11 = Organizing a meeting in the future

Faculty Reps

* Hellenic = none

* SOT = nothing yet. Send things to Dan. Can we have the agenda ahead of time?
→ If he gets it in advance he will bring it.

Old Business

* Recording Sec. = Nikki Smyrni = No, no nominations

* Solarium = It will open as a coffee shop and hoping to do it mid-october for a test phase of one month. We must maintain cleanliness or else it will be shut down.
→ Christiana or Vinnie will be the point people for coordinating jobs

* Gazeebo
→ The problem is location
  ** → By our next meeting they must have a commitment and a start date or else they lose funding. If they do not have money, we are pulling funding.

* Used Book Sale
→ For when we come back in January. Mindy Brand will organize this.

New Business

* 2007-2008 Budget
→ All unspent budgeted moneys shall be forfeited by May 1st 2008 unless otherwise approved by the SGA Board.
→ The individual classes need to come to the meeting and document their need to rollover the money.
→ IF a class does not do this they forfeit their money
→ Ad Hoc committee has met regarding this. They are working on this.
→ Is there one scheduled yet? Not yet with the kitchen. The idea is with Oxi
day, but they will talk about it at their next meeting.
* Directory deadlines have passed. Whatever response they have, they are going to
  publish it based on what they have.
→ Suggestion of NOT printing 200 copies. E-mail them and tell them if you
  would like a hard copy. Print it yourself, or have a stack of them in OSL office.
* Father would like to strongly suggest that the Christmas Party NOT be on Dec. 14th
  which is the last day of Finals.
* Diakonia Question:
  → Is OSL in charge of Diakonia?

** Cab

* MFA event on Wednesday.

** H.S.A.

* Next Tuesday is the first meeting. Oxi day will be discussed. Also, plans for the
  agenda for the rest of the year will be discussed.

** Missions

They met, had 30 people attend.

** Constitution Committee

** Have Constitution and Cab agree on a document to send to SGA

** Ethics = Absent

** Cafeteria Committee

* Did not meet. Still looking for reps. From all the classes.

** OISM

* Event on Nov. 9th for 1600 years of St. John Chrysostom.
* Issue of an event calendar = will take it up with Sally
  → There is no master calendar for events on campus, or coordinator
  ** → Go up to her and ask her what’s up.

** PAC

* He will ask the RA’s to submit one name from each floor. They will meet by next
  week and discuss topics.
* Academic Advisors:
  → Some students are randomly taking classes. Pre-required courses need to be taken. Second year students taking senior level classes.
  → Particularly with Field Ed. People take things out of sequence.
  → Maybe they can do a class audit with the students (every semester).
  → Could we possibly get rid of it altogether when that person doesn’t even have a record, etc. and are there for signature reasons?

** These will be brought up at the next Faculty Meeting → Old Business

* Addressing the issue of small children in chapel and behavior of said children. Require their children to behave in chapel. It is distracting for the community. We want them there, but is it too much to ask that if you do bring your children, that you please be the parent and don’t let the child dictate where you go as the parent.
  → The issue will come down to sitting down with Fr. Nick.

** → Bring it up to MSA (?)
  → There is an issue and people are frustrated with it.
  → Is this our area for discussing? This is not a message we should send.
  → Key is parameters. The parents should welcome this and guidelines.
  → Lets just act on this. Evan asked for basic courtesy. That’s it.
  → A more general appeal. Running back and forth, climbing on things, screaming in church for long periods of time.
  → Openness to having Fr. Nick coming and talking about this?
  → Synaxis topic?

** → Low key for the next 2 weeks, and then bring it up?
  → Evan, Fr. And Greg will discuss this

** Executive Board Report:**

* One agenda topic will be brought up during open forum.
  → Can we send out the topics beforehand?
    → People need to respond to the Reading Room e-mail (bottom)

** Treasurer**

* Just a balance report. Further budget talks will be later in meeting (see below).
* Tuesday or Wednesday of next week we will get our check for this semester.

** Correspondence**

No report.

** OSL**

* 2 Weekly bulletins have gone out.
* 2 Community service people on per-project basis. He is still looking for people.
* Community Dinner:
7:05 pm October 4, 2007 Student Government Meeting

Opening Reflection: Fr. Athanasios

Yearbook will be moved to before the Open Forum, after the minute approval.

Minutes will be sent via e-mail prior to every meeting, by Thursday morning of the meeting.

Minutes are approved without objection.

**Yearbook report:** Antonios Preyanis

* He had no idea how to get into contact with the printers, etc.
* He tried to enroll a staff member to review the process, but that did not happen.
* They have pictures from last year. Daniel Christ is in contact with the company to try to put it together.

> They have the pictures, Joslin (jostin) = (publisher) & a bank statement.
> → $16,000 in the account, which is enough to publish.

* Not to accept advertisement money, since we have enough money to produce it.
* A projected $4,600 in January which will go toward Yearbook.

> The book is $14,000 and we have $16,000 so we should be able to do it.

* We are observers in the process. The money is taken no matter what…

> (1) → Do we need a yearbook? Perhaps a photo-archives for each class?
> → Do a DVD for graduating Seniors (like a project).

> the idea of making it for this year or last year is not fair. Their money went into the making of it, so they should get something.

Is it needed, is an alternative possible, if we do something we should go back and do something for everyone. These were the 3 topics brought up.

* People want something to put into their hands. He wants some kind of momento.
* Do we even need a yearbook? Quick unbinding vote = majority vote for SOMETHING (not necessarily a yearbook).

> What involvement could OSL have on this?

**Open Forum**

We will chose a topic from the 10 topics chosen from the Exec. Board and discuss it thoroughly. This is a yearly agenda, not per semester.

* Web-site of the school? They are still waiting for content from certain Departments.

> There are departments that are major enough to where the site wouldn’t function without them.

> The faculty are done. They should have been done Sept. 1st.

> Our consistent nagging will be an umbrella poke.